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Layouts With Pizazz
Enjoy Your Day Card
By Shauna Berglund-Immel

Shauna
Berglund-Immel
zoom in
Supplies:
Cardmaker’s™ Citrus Creative Pack: Purple circles, aqua mesh and
lime squares papers and tag
Cardmaker’s™ Birthday Clear & Frosted Overlays
Slide Mount Mania™ Jumbo Slide Mounts
blue brads
white cardstock
5”x6 1/2” blank white card
black pen
black ink pad
stapler
X-acto® knife, cutting mat
foam tape
glue stick
Instructions
For the Card Front:
1. Place the card with the fold at the top, then trim 5/8” off the
bottom of the card front. Cover the front of the card with purple
circles paper and ink the edges black. Cut out the two zigzag border
overlays and glue one even with the top edge of the card front and
the other along the bottom edge, trimming the excess overlay even
with the edges of the card.
2. Cover two jumbo slide mounts, one with aqua mesh paper and the
other with lime squares paper, and ink the edges of each. Mat each
slide mount on white cardstock, trimming the mat to 1/16” around
the outside and inside edges of the slide mount, then ink the outer
edges of the mats.
3. Cut out the “Delight” and “Cake Ticket” overlays and staple them
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A tip from
Shauna: The fun
look of stitching is so
easy to create–no
needle and thread
required! I accented
the front of this
“Enjoy Your Day”
card with clear
overlay borders that
come with faux
zigzag stitching
already printed on
them. After that, I
used a black pen to
repeat the stitched
look on the inside of
the card with both
zigzag and straight
stitch penwork
around two
elements.
Questions? Email us!
info@hotp.com
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to the aqua slide mount, as shown. Cut out the “Enjoy your day and
every day!” overlay and staple it to the lime slide mount. Glue the
slide mounts to the card front at varying angles, placing the aqua
slide mount over the left half of the card front and the lime slide
mount over the right half.

For the Card Inside:
1. Cut out the “Happy Birthday to You!” striped border overlay and
glue it even with the bottom edge of the card inside (Hint: The
border will also be visible when the card is closed since you trimmed
5/8” off the bottom of the card front in step 1).
2. Cut two 2 1/8” squares, one out of aqua mesh paper and one out of
lime squares paper, and ink the edges of each with black. Glue the
lime square at an angle, centered on the inside of the card, then use
a black pen to add zigzag penwork around the edges. Glue the aqua
square at an angle over the left side of the card, slightly overlapping
the lime square, and add faux stitching penwork around the edges of
the aqua square.
3. Cut out the purple circles tag and ink the edges. Cut out the blue
“Happy” and “Birthday” word fragment overlays in one piece and
secure the overlay across the tag with a staple in each end. Add one
blue brad to the top of the tag, then use foam tape to secure the tag
at an angle over the right side of the inside of the card.
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Click here to view
past Layouts With
Pizazz.
Click here for a
printable copy
(requires Adobe
Acrobat Reader.)
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